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RubyMine 2016.2.5 RC (build 162.2380.8) Release Notes
No subsystem

Usability

IDEA-123307 Squashed tree widget on Windows theme on HiDPI monitor

Exception IDEA-159111 IAE at com.intellij.openapi.components.ServiceManager.getService
Editor. Error
Highlighting

Bug

IDEA-161890 Kotlin unused symbol highlighting is not updated after adding/removing
single usage in another file

File System

Bug

IDEA-161568 UI Freezes after maven build ends

Find, Replace, Find
Usages

Bug

IDEA-104681 Regex Find always case-sensitive with non-english characters

Bug

IDEA-162082 File mask is not saved unless "Find" was clicked

Bug

IDEA-159829 when editing in find result previews the cursor jumps some number of
characters after insertion

Bug

IDEA-161214 Find in Path: Preview editor does not abide by option "Allow placement of
caret after end of line"

Bug

IDEA-112749 Find field unicode support

Plugin Support. API

Usability

IDEA-159584 Please add javadoc to FilteredTraverserBase and JBTreeTraverser

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-156648 Tree view is compacted in 2016.2 EAP

Version Control. Git

Bug

IDEA-161332 Description of "Checkout with Rebase" action is misleading

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-23044

TypeScript

Exception WEB-23499

TypeScript: exception is thrown on Auto-import invocation

Project View

Bug

Name of selected target in "Manage targets" disappears

OC-13411

Code analysis after most recent update is very slow

RubyMine 2016.2.4 (build 162.2032.10) Release Notes
Parsing

Bug

RUBY-18525

Parentheses around empty arguments list error if a method's
parameter decelerated in a new line

Code Formatting and
Code Style

Bug

IDEA-160103 Incorrect indentation after multi-line array literal

Bug

IDEA-160104 Array literal uses regular indent on first line, continuation indent on
others

Code Navigation

Bug

IDEA-157786 File matching pattern results showed twice for some files

Eclipse Integration

Bug

IDEA-160071 When eclipse plugin is not available, show error message (instead of
exceptions)

IDE Configuration

Bug

IDEA-160474 File Templates: 'Enable Live Templates' checkbox is cleared on restart

Bug

IDEA-160459 Nothing happens after 'Check for Updates...'

Packaging and
Installation

Bug

IDEA-151793 IDEA failed to restart after plugins activation

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-152939 deadlock on 16 EAP 144.2925.2 startup

Bug

IDEA-159856 Colors & Fonts > Import button is present in IDEA-based IDEs and
does nothing

Bug

IDEA-160353 Deadlock on applying patch using drag-n-drop

Version Control

Performance IDEA-158252 IDE completely freezed after indices failure
Version Control. Git

Usability

IDEA-160000 Keep second line empty in commit messages on git cherry-pick

Node.js

Bug

WEB-23009

File .idea/jsLibraryMappings.xml is created automatically when
opening a new project with node_modules

Code: Generation

Bug

CPP-6817

Changing code generation options causes duplicating sections and
values in codeStyleSettings.xml

Project View

Bug

CPP-7479

Project tool window collapsed by default

Code: Resolving

Bug

OC-13667

Infer type for @autoclosure parameters

RubyMine 2016.2.4 EAP (build 162.2032.9) Release Notes
Parsing

Bug

RUBY-18525

Parentheses around empty arguments list error if a method's parameter decelerated in a new
line

Code
Formatting
and Code
Style

Bug

IDEA-160103 Incorrect indentation after multi-line array literal

Bug

IDEA-160104 Array literal uses regular indent on first line, continuation indent on others

Code
Navigation

Bug

IDEA-157786 File matching pattern results showed twice for some files

IDE
Bug
Configuration
Bug

IDEA-160474 File Templates: 'Enable Live Templates' checkbox is cleared on restart

Packaging
and
Installation

Bug

IDEA-151793 IDEA failed to restart after plugins activation

Plugin
Support. API

Bug

IDEA-160143 java.lang.NoSuchMethodError:
com.intellij.util.containers.ContainerUtil.intersection(Ljava/util/Collection;Ljava/util/Collection;
)Ljava/util/Collection;

Run | Debug
configuration

Bug

IDEA-158654 Debug becomes disabled for Run Configuration with dependency in 'Before run' section

User
Interface

Bug

IDEA-152939 deadlock on 16 EAP 144.2925.2 startup

Bug

IDEA-159856 Colors & Fonts > Import button is present in IDEA-based IDEs and does nothing

Bug

IDEA-160353 Deadlock on applying patch using drag-n-drop

Version
Control

IDEA-160459 Nothing happens after 'Check for Updates...'

Performance IDEA-158252 IDE completely freezed after indices failure
Version
Control. Git

Bug

IDEA-159580 GIT project update hangs

Usability

IDEA-160000 Keep second line empty in commit messages on git cherry-pick

JavaScript

Bug

WEB-22839

Debug files in JavaScript library reclassified as release on index

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-22668

Erroneous conversion to arrow function

Node.js

Bug

WEB-23009

File .idea/jsLibraryMappings.xml is created automatically when opening a new project with
node_modules

TypeScript

Bug

WEB-22799

model not reconciled after doing an import

Bug

WEB-22676

Typescript: Module importing flags import as unused if only type is imported

Code:
Generation

Bug

CPP-6817

Changing code generation options causes duplicating sections and values in
codeStyleSettings.xml

Project View

Bug

CPP-7479

Project tool window collapsed by default

Code:
Resolving

Bug

OC-13667

Infer type for @autoclosure parameters

RubyMine 2016.2.3 (build 162.1812.23) Release Notes
Ruby Version
Managers

Task RUBY-18473

Measure SDK and gemsets statistics

No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-157496 Webstorm freezes at splash screen

Node.js

Bug

WEB-22909

node_modules folder is always marked as "library root" with no ability to change
the setting

Bug

WEB-22900

Log is spammed by WARN - ry.NodeModulesDirectoryManager messages

RubyMine 2016.2.3 EAP (build 162.1812.13) Release Notes
HAML

Bug

RUBY-16900

HAML case/when/else red code

Parsing

Bug

RUBY-18444

ruby 2.3 (2.1?) parameters aren't understood - wrong error markup

Rails

Bug

RUBY-18424

Spring - Started by RubyMine - cannot be controlled (stop, status, etc.) and remains running
after shutting down RubyMine.

No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-132965 Hitting enter in the Expression field in the Edit Template Variables dialog does not save the
value

Code Coverage

Bug

IDEA-158755 Export Coverage Report as HTML produces a NPE

Documentation Usability

IDEA-158071 Documentation of com.intellij.psi.tree.* API classes

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Feature

IDEA-156611 Find/Replace toolbar: Escape now clears the replace lineedit which also clears the lineedit
history entry

Bug

IDEA-160080 Find query lost when switching between "find in path" and "replace in path" dialogs

Bug

IDEA-156986 Keymap: "English layout support" option gets disabled after reopening Preferences

Bug

IDEA-158422 Keymap: for non-QWERTY keyboard layouts Ctrl is processed as Ctrl+Alt (Windows) or Alt
(Mac OS) when combined with symbols

Bug

IDEA-156990 Keymap: for non-QWERTY keyboard layouts semicolon is treated as colon in keyboard
shortcuts

Plugin
Support. API

Bug

IDEA-160143 java.lang.NoSuchMethodError:
com.intellij.util.containers.ContainerUtil.intersection(Ljava/util/Collection;Ljava/util/Collectio
)Ljava/util/Collection;

Run | Debug
configuration

Bug

IDEA-158654 Debug becomes disabled for Run Configuration with dependency in 'Before run' section

Usability

IDEA-155476 Run/debug silently fails when 'Run another configuration' step is broken

IDE
Configuration

Version
Control

Performance IDEA-149091 Editing is slow because of Local Changes view UI refresh

Version
Control. Git

Bug

IDEA-159580 GIT project update hangs

Version
Control. Log

Bug

IDEA-158666 Cannot copy text from Details of Git "Show History"

Version
Control.
Mercurial

Bug

IDEA-159546 Problem with pull\push operation on hg

Exception

IDEA-159729 CME at java.util.HashMap$HashIterator.nextNode

Exception

IDEA-159723 SOE on UpdateProject invocation

Version
Control.
Subversion

Cosmetics

IDEA-115024 Grammar error in SVN error message

No subsystem

Feature

WEB-22722

Update bundled JSHint version to 2.9.2

Bug

WEB-22601

When collapsing a react/jsx component it shows as <xml /> instead of the component name

Bug

WEB-20956

ES6: re-exporteing default module causes 'default export not declared in imported module'
error

Bug

WEB-22839

Debug files in JavaScript library reclassified as release on index

Bug

WEB-22542

JS: let is not considered a keyword

Usability

WEB-22602

ES6: inconsistent availability of "convert to arrow function"

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-22659

React: don't report 'missing required attribute' error for required properties from defaultProp

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-22668

Erroneous conversion to arrow function

Bug

WEB-19667

Variable might not have been initialized with ES6 destructing

Bug

WEB-22135

Convert to let should keep initialization together with declaration

Bug

WEB-22681

Update built-in JSLint version

Bug

WEB-22503

Inspections: "Convert to let": do not change operations order

Exception

WEB-22616

Inspections: "Convert to let": IOOBE is thrown on applying quick fix to Fix all statements

Bug

WEB-22653

Node.js: node_modules recognition: excluded folder of the removed library should not be
added back as library

Bug

WEB-22652

Node.js: node_modules recognition: correctly preserve enabled/disabled library state

Bug

WEB-22619

Node.js: node_modules recognition: remove "Node.js dependencies for" library

Bug

WEB-22654

Node.js: node_modules recognition: library becomes disabled after project opening in
different versions

Bug

WEB-22620

Node.js: node_modules recognition: each node_modules folder is treated as separate library

Usability

WEB-22658

Node.js: node_modules recognition: show folder as Excluded in Directories

Exception

WEB-22627

Node.js: node_modules recognition: StackOverflowError on old project opening

Bug

WEB-22723

TypeScript: Type checking for functions checks initializer type instead of type declaration

Bug

WEB-22676

Typescript: Module importing flags import as unused if only type is imported

Bug

WI-32677

Function "select in remote host" not working

Bug

WI-32635

New Project from Existing Files: Excluded from Download color doesn't get changed

Bug

WI-32764

Remote Host freezing on unavailable host

Bug

WI-29900

SFTP: deployment shouldn't retry login on purely wrong credentials

JavaScript

Node.js

TypeScript

Plugin:
Deployment _
FTP..

RubyMine 2016.2.2 (build 162.1628.45) Release Notes
Code Coverage

Performance RUBY-18264

Slow UI performance after running tests

Code Insight

Bug

RubyMine 2016.2 freezes with regularity, becomes unusable

RUBY-18414

HAML

Bug

RUBY-18415

RubyMine 2016.2.1 freezes while open HAML file

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Exception

IDEA-159043 NPE running 'Unused declaration' inspection

Console

Bug

IDEA-132694 ANSI colors need restart for a new settings to apply

File System

Bug

IDEA-159022 Gradle project doesn't see the updated jar file after sibling Maven
module artifact rebuilt

HTML

Bug

IDEA-157251 Wrong autocomplete for opening tags

IDE Configuration

Exception

IDEA-158917 Exception on startup

JSP

Bug

IDEA-158708 JSP code completion not working in IDEA 2016.2

Project Configuration

Bug

IDEA-159125 intelij crashes and deletes whole project

Refactoring

Usability

IDEA-158776 Do not show 'Non-Project file protection' dialog when deleting/safe
deleting files

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-148656 Should not add .txt extension to a file without extension after copying

Debugger

Bug

WEB-22597

Node 6.*: debugging multi-threaded applications doesn't work

Bug

WEB-22466

Debug with node 6.3.0 don't work at WebStorm 2016.2

DB Connectivity

Bug

DBE-2858

Cannot select private key file while setting MySQL Database over SSH
using Key pair

Code: Indexing

Bug

OC-13991

AppCode won't update project symbols on start

RubyMine 2016.2.2 EAP (build 162.1628.31) Release Notes
No subsystem

Bug

RUBY-18322

"Scanning for gem requirements" prevent me from using RubyMine 2016.2

Debugger

Bug

RUBY-18354

unable to set breakpoint for debugging in slim templates

Bug

RUBY-18399

watches in the variables window should be identifiable

Bug

RUBY-16546

can't set a breakpoint on a standalone '}', terminating a hash literal
expression

Bug

RUBY-18407

'rubystubs24 directory cannot be null' exception on the start project with
Ruby 2.4

Task

RUBY-18316

Support Language level Ruby 2.4

Bug

RUBY-18295

Gems installed into gemset may be not available (again)

Bug

RUBY-18348

rbenv gemset - gems installed via github are not shown in "external libraries"
and "Gem Environment" RubyMine 2016.2 trial

Bug

RUBY-18323

Two items with name 'global' are suggested in completion in the
.rbenv-gemsets file

IDE

Ruby Version
Managers

Code
Navigation

Performance IDEA-156735 Bookmarks causing typing slowness

IDE
Configuration

Bug

IDEA-156742 Save problem for Code Style Setting on Windows

Indices

Bug

IDEA-156411 UI lockup on updating indices

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-153272 Files are lost during the movement of unversioned files to overwrite existing
files with same names

Version
Control. Git

Usability

IDEA-118140 Don't add renamed or moved files to git index unless configured to do so

No subsystem

Feature

WEB-22722

Update bundled JSHint version to 2.9.2

Debugger

Bug

WEB-22522

Debugger: java.nio.file.AccessDeniedException on Karma tests debug

Node.js

Usability

WEB-22658

Node.js: node_modules recognition: show folder as Excluded in Directories

RubyMine 2016.2.1 (build 162.1447.29) Release Notes
Ruby Version
Managers

Bug

RUBY-18352

.ruby-gemset file if contains folder's name makes RubyMine exclude it

Usability

RUBY-18300

Two inspections appear in the same time for non-existing gemset

YAML

Bug

RUBY-18345

Yaml file with multiline string containing jinja code can't be opened

User Interface

Cosmetics IDEA-158749 Background image not shown if no editor window is open & in Maven
diagram

RubyMine 2016.2.1 RC (build 162.1447.23) Release Notes
HAML

Bug

RUBY-18289

IntelliJ 2016.2 freezes while indexing HAML file

Bug

RUBY-18231

HAML following javascript filter blocks is marked as red/unresolved

IDE

Bug

RUBY-18327

rubymine.bat needs a few improvements

Refactorings

Bug

RUBY-17419

Extract parameter can cause mismatching order of parameters in caller
and callee

Bug

RUBY-18302

RSpec Let refactoring should not have "Extract" in it

Remote
Interpreters

Bug

RUBY-18109

Debug Rails Console command does not work.

Ruby Version
Managers

Bug

RUBY-18030

Gems installation into rbenv gemset causes gem is not available in the
SDK warning until reopen Settings

Bug

RUBY-18088

Gems are not synchronized in External Libraries after adding/removing
gemsets in rbenv-gemsets file

Bug

RUBY-18294

Default SDK will not apply for Create new project wizard

Bug

RUBY-18293

Rbenv gemset for new installed sdk will not shown after creation until
switch from IDE and return

Usability

RUBY-18185

No SDK selected value will be changed to random SDK while create
RailsApps Sample

Cosmetics

RUBY-18299

Replace 'Gemsets have been changed' to 'File .rbenv-gemsets has been
changed'

Slim

Bug

RUBY-18278

Eternal indexing in Slim

Tests

Feature

RUBY-16613

minitest failure result nodes need "jump to test" functionality

YAML

Bug

RUBY-18290

Сan not open yml file

No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-156993 Project Name replaced with Directory Basename in Welcome Screen (EAP,
Regression)

Bug

IDEA-157266 Safe delete: Exclude file is enable

Performance IDEA-158360 IDEA IU-162.1121.32 ConcurrentModificationException
Usability

IDEA-158213 Inconsistent soft wraps all state

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Bug

IDEA-157068 Inspection result tool window - 'Nothing here' in quickfix pop-up after using
Go Next/Prev problem

Code Navigation

Performance IDEA-156735 Bookmarks causing typing slowness

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

Bug

IDEA-120868 Usage search "No Results" popup too small

IDE Configuration

Feature

IDEA-158388 Add 'fromIDE' to all URLs that are opened from updates dialog

Bug

IDEA-156742 Save problem for Code Style Setting on Windows

Bug

IDEA-153585 File Templates can't be exported/imported via Export/Import settings

Indices

Bug

IDEA-156411 UI lockup on updating indices

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-158318 File selector in 'Version Control' -> 'History' doesn't work if window was
hidden

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-153272 Files are lost during the movement of unversioned files to overwrite
existing files with same names

Usability

IDEA-146640 If Commit dialog is invoked when index is not built yet it suggests to wait
to make code analysis available forever

Usability

IDEA-155714 Clone Repository - User has a Hard Stop if Directory exists, even after
deleting Directory

Usability

IDEA-149027 Not able to clone Repository into existing empty folder

Cosmetics

IDEA-155713 Error message refers to a "Directory" and "Path" in the same context.

Usability

IDEA-135612 Git clone dialog: "The parent path must exist" should be a warning

Usability

IDEA-118140 Don't add renamed or moved files to git index unless configured to do so

Version Control.
Log

Bug

IDEA-157907 user filter shows no changes after scrolling down

Debugger

Bug

WEB-22522

Debugger: java.nio.file.AccessDeniedException on Karma tests debug

JavaScript

Feature

WEB-22281

Provide coding assistance for declaration names

Bug

WEB-22297

babelrc doesn't recognize plugin options

Bug

WEB-22285

Live Templates: jsClassName() doesn't return AMD module name when
expanded in ES6 method definition shorthand

Bug

WEB-22369

Convert to arrow function produces truncated result

JavaScript.
Formatter

Bug

WEB-22268

Align var statement and assignments does not align ES6 destructuring
assignments

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Feature

WEB-22233

angular-ui-router diagram: add more info on chart

Bug

WEB-22498

Good code is red in JSX React syntax

Bug

WEB-22219

angular-ui-router diagram: remove element list from settings

Bug

WEB-22277

JSX boolean attributes mistakenly reported as not boolean

Feature

WEB-21946

Linters: highlight the whole token

Bug

WEB-22310

Inspections: "Convert to let" leaves preceding comments untouched while
moving declarations

Bug

WEB-22260

Incorrect detection JSDoc in tag @typedef

Bug

WEB-21334

Eslint config with strings

Bug

WEB-22166

Intentions: "Add braces to arrow function statement" eats any preceding
comment

Exception

WEB-22394

Inspections: Throwable on applying "Convert to let"/"Convert to const"
quick fix

JavaScript.
Predefs

Bug

WEB-22269

EcmaScript6.js (Predefined JavaScript files) claims Array.prototype.fill will
return "void"

JavaScript.
Refactoring

Bug

WEB-22132

Convert to let should consider scope

Bug

WEB-22133

NPE during var to let conversion

Bug

WEB-20067

"Find Usages" and refactoring does not work, with es6 object definition

Feature

WEB-22280

TypeScript 2.0: support 'include' option in tsconfig.json

Version Control.
Git

JavaScript.
Inspections

TypeScript

Vagrant

Bug

WEB-22322

TypeScript: Convert to shorthand arrow function creates invalid shorthand
functions

Bug

WEB-22416

Additional TypeScript annotator in plugin breaks semantic highlighting of
TS class names

Feature

PY-19781

Add 'Vagrant Share' command to Tools > Vagrant

RubyMine 2016.2 RC (build 162.1236.14) Release Notes
Code Insight

Feature

RUBY-17831 Frozen string literal inspection

Bug

RUBY-18236 Find usages do not work with rspec let statements

Markdown

Bug

RUBY-18237 URLs with dashes are not rendered correctly in Markdown JavaFX preview panel

Ruby Version
Managers

Bug

RUBY-18030 Gems installation into rbenv gemset causes gem is not available in the SDK
warning until reopen Settings

Usability RUBY-18185 No SDK selected value will be changed to random SDK while create RailsApps
Sample

RubyMine 2016.2 EAP (build 162.1236.5) Release Notes
Remote
Interpreters

Bug

RUBY-18109

Debug Rails Console command does not work.

Ruby
Version
Managers

Bug

RUBY-18085

Create new rbenv gemset inspection causes exception

Tests

Feature

RUBY-16613

minitest failure result nodes need "jump to test" functionality

No
subsystem

Bug

IDEA-157874 ERROR - #com.intellij.ide.plugins.PluginManager - Argument for @NotNull
parameter 'action' of
com/intellij/openapi/actionSystem/AnActionEvent.createFromAnAction must not be
null

Bug

IDEA-157266 Safe delete: Exclude file is enable

Bug

IDEA-157966 Inspection result tool window shows only one result instead of several for one line
when grouping by severity enabled

Bug

IDEA-157777 Case where View Offline Inspection Results doesn't show results

Bug

IDEA-157068 Inspection result tool window - 'Nothing here' in quickfix pop-up after using Go
Next/Prev problem

Usability

IDEA-157156 'Unused declaration' - suppress &quickfix actions are available after applying

Code
Navigation

Bug

IDEA-157772 Breadcrumbs are shown incorrectly in the decompiled classes

Diff_Merge

Bug

IDEA-158003 Compare Files no longer works with files in archives (jar, zip)

Editor.
Editing Text

Bug

IDEA-158038 Multi-caret typing of a text where some characters are inserted automatically
results to different content of the first and other lines

Version
Control

Bug

IDEA-112589 Unexpected clipboard content after Ctrl+C on shelf's files list

No
subsystem

Bug

WEB-22163

Add braces to arrow function statement — doesn't work as expected

Bug

WEB-21997

Go to URL matches urls incorrectly if url contains $ in it

Bug

WEB-22121

Debugging Karma tests no longer works

Bug

WEB-21106

Cannot change numeric value of Javascript property when stopped in debugger

Bug

WEB-313

HTML Code Style - insert new line berfore bug

Code
Analysis.
Inspection

Debugger

HTML

JavaScript

Bug

WEB-12182

Please remove u-tag decrepated alert

Bug

WEB-426

"onclick" attribute parse bug

Bug

WEB-9936

Strange tab (auto-complete) behaviour in html files.

Cosmetics WEB-430

Tag bounds shower is not updated after a single-row tag is selected

Feature

WEB-7522

Support JSDoc's @template mechanism on a class level

Feature

WEB-20920

JavaScript completion should be sorted by frequency

Bug

WEB-21560

"Replace with Template String" fails if original contains a backtick

Bug

WEB-21350

"get" keyword has wrong highlighting in JavaScript

Bug

WEB-15808

'Invalid' value in completion

Cosmetics WEB-22215

Exclude JSDoc from 'assignment' inspection

JavaScript.
Formatter

Bug

WEB-21661

Wrong 'Format Code' in React render code

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-21677

JSX Children PropTypes incorrectly parsed

Bug

WEB-22184

angular-ui-router: UnsupportedOperationException when press cmd+d

Feature

WEB-12565

Exempt @class from function naming convention inspection

Bug

WEB-22116

Intentions "Convert var to let", "Convert var to const" freeze large project

Bug

WEB-22228

Incorrect "unresolved variable" warning after a destructing assignment from a
require() in Node.js

Bug

WEB-22166

Intentions: "Add braces to arrow function statement" eats any preceding comment

Bug

WEB-22132

Convert to let should consider scope

Bug

WEB-22133

NPE during var to let conversion

Feature

WEB-22001

Auto-imports are wrong when importing from a library that has pathMapping setup

Bug

WEB-22213

Typescript Auto Import does not work when TS compiler is enabled

Bug

WEB-22199

TypeScript: correctly recognize "public static readonly" statement

Code:
Generation

Feature

CPP-5435

Generate comparison and relational operators

No
subsystem

Bug

PY-19573

Python console - no output under OS X

Vagrant

Feature

PY-19781

Add 'Vagrant Share' command to Tools > Vagrant

JavaScript.
Inspections

JavaScript.
Refactoring
TypeScript

RubyMine 2016.2 EAP (build 162.1120.10) Release Notes
Code Insight

Bug

RUBY-18152

Stubs generation failed for mysql gem

Debugger

Bug

RUBY-18038

Unable to debug with remote SDK in case of Trinidad server

Rails

Task

RUBY-18221

RubyMine can't detect Rails version from .gemspec file

Refactorings

Bug

RUBY-18158

Client channel file is not renamed on channel rename

YAML

Feature

RUBY-17496

Update breadcrumbs to show the element values

No
subsystem

Bug

IDEA-156846 Color: "Default text" resets to white by itself, leads to brackets on white background

Code
Analysis.
Inspection

Usability

IDEA-155319 "Run inspection by name" should not reuse "Find Action" search pattern

File System

Bug

IDEA-157840 Save Document action doesn't work during indexing

IDE
Bug
Configuration

IDEA-157865 Lots of 'Already disposed' from 'UpdateChecker.checkForUpdate' when IDE is closed

Plugin
Support. API

Bug

IDEA-157691 ConversionService fails to show dialog

Refactoring

Bug

IDEA-157197 Safe delete refactoring does nothing if there are usages that are unsafe to delete

User
Interface

Bug

IDEA-157342 Gutter margin's width is not reduced after zoom out

No
subsystem

Bug

WEB-21921

Only 1 Startup Task is starting automatically

Bug

WEB-21943

Hide actions from UML plugin

Bug

WEB-22126

Autocompletion for JSDoc

Build tools

Bug

WEB-22153

Gulp executed within PhpStorm throws errors while executed in console runs fine

File Watchers

Usability

WEB-22091

Allow multiselection in File Watchers configurable

HTML

Bug

WEB-17992

HTML5: "autocomplete" tag should accept more values than only "on" or "off"

JavaScript.
Formatter

Bug

WEB-22093

Formatter formats a comment despite (enabled) formatter markers telling it not to

JavaScript.
Inspections

Bug

WEB-22092

Invalid "Returned expression type ...not assignable to type ..." error

Bug

WEB-7241

Destructured assignment in function parameters causes incorrect inspection warnings

Node.js

Bug

WEB-22102

Can't remove Docker node interpreters

TypeScript

Bug

WEB-20886

TypeScript: todo's in /** multiline */ comments

No
subsystem

Bug

JRE-2

After opening Preferences first time, controls are not editable, closing dialog leads to it
be shown again. + exception thrown

Plugin:
Deployment
_ FTP..

Bug

WI-26365

Downloaded file is truncated on outdated size

Exception WI-32239

UOE at
com.jetbrains.plugins.webDeployment.remoteEdit.fs.RemoteVirtualFile.getInputStream

UI

Bug

MPS-24004

[Regression] Import model, language actions are hardly applied

No
subsystem

Bug

CPP-4692

CLion crashes after installing markdown plugins

RubyMine 2016.2 EAP (build 162.1024.4) Release Notes
Rails

Feature

RUBY-17899

Install Rails list for ruby 2.1 should not include Rails 5

Rails. Diagrams

Exception

RUBY-18189

Rails model dependency diagram fails to be generated

Refactorings

Bug

RUBY-18169

Rename model incorrect path_name

YAML

Bug

RUBY-17933

.yaml files no longer collapse

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Exception

IDEA-157558 Argument for @NotNull parameter 'src' of com/intellij/util/ArrayUtil.remove
must not be null

Exception

IDEA-157464 ArrayIndexOutOfBoundsException at traversing inspection results

Documentation

Bug

IDEA-152590 Quick doc font size is not remembered between IDE restarts

Editor. Editing
Text

Bug

IDEA-157592 Move text through drag'n'drop on line numbers doesn't work. It copies the
text instead

IDE Configuration

Bug

IDEA-157128 IDE loses Live Template "Applicable in" status on restart

Packaging and
Installation

Bug

IDEA-157339 162.188.8 doesn't find JVM, won't launch

Plugin Support.
API

Bug

IDEA-157491 Using ParameterInfoHandler not parameterized by PsiElement results in
ClassCastException

User Interface

Bug

IDEA-157597 Background image: when nothing is selected in the LocalChanges, the
PreviewDiff pane doesn't get applied background

Bug

IDEA-157591 Background image: ApplicationServers toolwindow doesn't get the applied
background

Cosmetics

IDEA-157466 Background Image: some toolwindows don't get the set background when
the tab displays 'nothing selected'

Version Control

Bug

IDEA-157336 IntelliJ Locks on "Shelve Changes" at the "Synchronizing files..." step

No subsystem

Bug

WEB-21980

Build 162.844.4 fails to run with a JDK error on windows 10 64b

Debugger

Bug

WEB-21991

New Node.js debug protocol incompatibilities

Bug

WEB-20925

Node Debugger incorrectly reports the lexical `this` in arrow functions
(ES6)

Bug

WEB-19668

let variables within switch-case-default

Bug

WEB-20919

CommonJS: completion shows properties of all exported modules in project

Bug

WEB-18548

Wrong processing of JSDoc array-parameter fields

Bug

WEB-7504

make JSHint error highlighting more prominent

JavaScript

Performance WEB-22042

IntelliJ IDEA freezes while editing javascript file

Bug

WEB-22016

JavaScript reformatting may corrupt chained method calls mixed with line
comments

Bug

WEB-22003

Function Body is Indented Wrong

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-22031

angular-ui-router: remove buttons from the chart's toolbar

JavaScript.
Inspections

Cosmetics

WEB-22029

Constant 'if' statement inpection: spelling

TypeScript

Feature

WEB-22030

TypeScript 2.0: parse never type

Feature

WEB-22053

TypeScript 2.0: parse global module export

Feature

WEB-20897

Add support for "allowSyntheticDefaultImports" for Typescript

Feature

WEB-22032

TypeScript 2.0: parse optional class members

Feature

WEB-22035

TypeScript 2.0: parse 'this' function type

Bug

WEB-22022

Optional properties with "readonly" name breaks code validity

Bug

WEB-16214

TypeScript: Structure View needs improvements

Bug

WEB-22008

Incorrect error notification

Feature

CPP-5528

Enable CustomValueRendererFactory in CLion

Performance CPP-6592

Lazily collect threads and frames on stepping

Bug

'command timeout' when error happens on the launch on the target

JavaScript.
Formatter

Debugger

Debugger: GDB

CPP-6744

RubyMine 2016.2 EAP (build 162.917.8) Release Notes
Rake

Bug

RUBY-18097

Last rake task name is displayed in the Tools menu instead of Run Rake
task

No subsystem

Bug

IDEA-157371 Error updating com.intellij.openapi.editor.ex.util.LexerEditorHighlighter

Code Navigation

Bug

IDEA-156984 Deadlock in inheritor search

Compiling Project

Bug

IDEA-157216 External build may fail with 'Unable to create temporary file'

Editor. Editing
Text

Performance IDEA-157087 Issue with Xml with Ligature

Usability

IDEA-156758 Disable non project files writing protection, when file is opened explicitly

Bug

IDEA-157351 Replace in Path: When next file is opening, code editor is blank (hangs)
with "Loading" spinner

Bug

IDEA-156921 Find In Path toolwindow - focus is stolen by "Preview Occurrences" editor

Usability

IDEA-61493

Feature

IDEA-117223 Custom background image/colour for each project

Bug

IDEA-157035 Editor in separate window does not adopt background image

Usability

IDEA-157246 Background image: improve UX of removing the background

Version Control.
Mercurial

Bug

IDEA-157085 Mercurial: change even one line forces to mark all content fo file as new,
until force refresh in "Version Control" tab

JavaScript

Bug

WEB-14576

Ignore React JS Lifecycle components/properties in JSX files

JavaScript.
Formatter

Bug

WEB-21972

Indentation problems with JavaScript

TypeScript

Feature

WEB-8658

That TypeScript .d.ts files were folded like .js and .js.map below .ts files in
the Project view

Bug

WEB-21755

Re-exported type is not resolved

Usability

WI-32048

Template project: reuse Line Separator from Default settings

Find, Replace,
Find Usages

User Interface

PS specific

Find Usages: Separate "Use soft wraps" option for the preview panel

RubyMine 2016.2 EAP (build 162.646.16) Release Notes
No subsystem

Feature

RUBY-18127

Support code insight in the .ruby-gemset file

Bug

RUBY-17989

Rake tasks fail to start

Bug

RUBY-17229

attr_writer and attr_accessor not visible in structure view

Bug

RUBY-18084

"controller#action" string is detected as a single reference to action

Code Insight

Feature

RUBY-16041

Completion in the code for defined yard attributes

Debugger

Bug

RUBY-18066

Can't install debug gems into JRuby-9.1.0.0

Bug

RUBY-17990

Non-existent breakpoints getting “hit”

Editing

Bug

RUBY-8357

Good code is red: illegal/unsupported escape sequence in regex

HAML

Bug

RUBY-16293

interpolation causes string end to be missed by inspections in haml javascript filter

IDE

Bug

RUBY-17813

Horizontal scrollbar blinks in debug tool window, Rails/IRB console

JRuby

Bug

RUBY-18064

JRuby 9.1.0.0 is treated as language version 2.2 instead of 2.3

Puppet

Bug

RUBY-18129

Puppet: lexer fails on long strings

Rails

Bug

RUBY-17898

We need to only show ruby 2.2+ when creating a new Rails API app

Task

RUBY-17795

Add Rails API type project into Ruby Plugin

Bug

RUBY-7260

Renaming controller/resource route should rename view macro usage, eg 'edit_car_pa

Bug

RUBY-11511

Rename refactoring: doesn't rename in short-hand controller/action declarations
"controller#action" in RSpec tests

Bug

RUBY-16917

Reformat code adds space before %> in .erb in case of encoding

Bug

RUBY-11508

Incomplete renaming in rspec tests after controller/model rename

Bug

RUBY-14605

Need to watch files .ruby-version and .ruby-gemset

Bug

RUBY-18122

Remove selected for a project gemset from Settings causes exception if use .ruby-gem

Refactorings

Ruby Version
Managers

Bug

RUBY-18051

Can't run specs with RSpec Run/Debug Configuration if gem rake is installed only in th
gemset

Exception

RUBY-18012

Removing selected for the project rbenv gemset causes exception

Tests

Bug

RUBY-13615

RubyMine does not know about context when running RSpec feature specs

No subsystem

Feature

IDEA-143452 Show Running List action shows run processes from the current project only

Bug

IDEA-155360 Open In Browser : files from library jars cannot be opened

Bug

IDEA-156193 Toggle using soft wraps in current editor not working

Bug

IDEA-156299 Force Touch: 'Force Touch' is replaced with 'Button 1 click' after restart

Bug

IDEA-143263 Find In Path is not autopopulating a selection from Find Preview window

Bug

IDEA-156186 Project names containing dot (.) causes display problem

Bug

IDEA-155763 Memory leak detected: 'com.intellij.ui.BalloonImpl

Bug

IDEA-156259 idea.log spammed by "PerformanceWatcher - High memory usage"

Bug

IDEA-155362 Open In Browser : action should work for files versons from History or be disabled

Bug

IDEA-156069 Impossible to work with project which opened from starting window second time

Bug

IDEA-128057 Editor search closes dialog on Enter, if there are nothing find

Bug

IDEA-155804 LIVE TEMPLATE PROBLEM VARIABLES NEXT TO EACH OTHER

Bug

IDEA-156165 WinPty process subprocesses are not killed

Bug

IDEA-156065 WinPty process does not kill agent on end

Usability

IDEA-98634

Clouds

Exception

IDEA-156073 Deployment configuration created from 'Application Servers' toolwindow fails to start
options are changed in 'Create Deployment Configuration' dialog

Code Analysis.
Inspection

Bug

IDEA-156478 'Inspection results tool window' loose 'Suppress' button after grouping

Bug

IDEA-156683 'Unused method parameter' inspection finds only first unused parameter but not all

Bug

IDEA-156364 'Inspection result tool window' preview doesn't scroll to view problem item

Bug

IDEA-156310 'Inspection Result tool window' wrong counter after applying Suppress for several inne

Bug

IDEA-156354 Throwable - at excluding item of inspection result tree

Bug

IDEA-156353 'Editor is already disposed' exception when navigating through inspection result tree

Bug

IDEA-156163 Inspection result tool window: sometimes odd scrolling in preview pane.

Bug

IDEA-156180 'Inspection result tool window' Suppress for class shown twice

Bug

IDEA-155813 Freeze after running inspections

Bug

IDEA-156669 'Inspection result tool window' - exclude file scope option when use 'Run inspection on
button on preview pane

Bug

IDEA-156376 'Convert to project line separators' inspection can be applied many times

Bug

IDEA-156169 'Inspection result tool window': 'Filter resolved items' doesn't work without 'Group by

Favorites List: sort entries

Performance IDEA-156635 Running inspection analysis causes idea to freeze
Performance IDEA-156384 'Inspection results tool window' tree slowness selecting inspection
Usability

IDEA-156727 'Inspection result tree' Re-arrange menu items in context menu

Usability

IDEA-156728 'Unused declaration' inspection - Edit settings doesn't navigate to inspection when ent
selected

Usability

IDEA-156179 'Inspection result tool window' open settings for selected group

Usability

IDEA-156673 'Inspection result tool window' - Exclude/Include is not affect children nodes as it shou

Cosmetics

IDEA-156157 Odd vertical line (and indent) in preview of inspection results

Cosmetics

IDEA-156462 'Inspection result tool window' on preview shows '1 problemS' when performing analy

Exception

IDEA-155886 Throwable after usage of 'Inspection Options'

Exception

IDEA-155872 NPE running inspection for the first time

Exception

IDEA-156469 Throwable - running inspections on IDEA java-tests module

Exception

IDEA-156670 Throwable at excluding several nodes

Code Formatting and
Code Style

Bug

IDEA-153908 The setting "reformat according to style" is not saved.

Code Navigation

Feature

IDEA-155607 Prefer classes available in the current module

Bug

IDEA-156369 Go to declaration on lambda param does nothing

Bug

IDEA-156365 Force Step Into in debugger causes AbstractMethodError

Bug

IDEA-131748 Stop debug session kills all processes

Bug

IDEA-156086 Create breakpoint with text selection fail

Bug

IDEA-152840 Breakpoint popup: Condition field mnemonic is passed to main frame

Usability

IDEA-155212 breakpoint display in favorites is suboptimal

Bug

IDEA-156201 Insertion / deletion markers are shown at wrong positions with "Ignore whitespaces"

Bug

IDEA-141370 Diff dialog cache for files out of project

Docker

Bug

IDEA-155353 Docker. Idea hangs after opening some amount of container tabs.

Editor. Code
Completion

Bug

IDEA-152395 Wrong bracer wrapping in lambda expression

Editor. Editing Text

Feature

IDEA-127539 Support for ligatures in editor

Bug

IDEA-154312 IDE becomes unresponsive on file save/sync.

Bug

IDEA-152063 IntelliJ fails to use encoding from project settings for files containing breakpoints whe
is opened

Bug

IDEA-155936 Incorrect width of cyrillic letters in editor.

Bug

IDEA-154763 Ligature for "[]" doesn't work in C/C++ for arrays with FiraCode

Bug

IDEA-146566 Live Templates seem to be ignoring in-line @ symbols

Debugger

Diff_Merge

Performance IDEA-154272 Editor opening should do heavy operations in background

File System

Find, Replace, Find
Usages

Usability

IDEA-156760 'Non-project files protection' dialog is had to use with a keyboard

Usability

IDEA-156759 Add an option to 'Non-project files' protection dialog to edit files in a folder

Usability

IDEA-156510 Action "Toggle case" doesn't change capitalization of characters preceded by escaped
backslash

Usability

IDEA-121829 Disallow editing of framework/third-party files

Usability

IDEA-115413 UI hang on Regex evaluation

Usability

IDEA-156758 Disable non project files writing protection, when file is opened explicitly

Bug

IDEA-56577

Exception

IDEA-156660 at
com.intellij.openapi.vfs.impl.local.NativeFileWatcherImpl$MyProcessHandler.notifyTex

Feature

IDEA-150915 Find in Path Dialog: Preview tab does allow F4 to jump to source when focus in code p
pane (lower half)

Bug

IDEA-155972 Find in Path: preview shows wrong position

Usability

IDEA-156629 No replacement hint for the second and further occurrence in regex replace

Report situation when user.home is pointing to an UNC path

IDE Configuration

Bug

IDEA-155871 Page 'http://localhost:63342/m?jar/resources/inherit.gif' requested without authoriza
popups

Bug

IDEA-156772 Some Live Templates lost their "applicable context" IntelliJ 2016.2 EAP

Bug

IDEA-156732 What happened to "Show static members after instance qualifier"?

Bug

IDEA-156308 "Other" live template context works like "Everywhere"

Java. Intention
Actions

Bug

IDEA-147577 Expression type action slightly broken

Java. Refactoring

Bug

IDEA-155669 Confirm Delete Pane Title use no relationship to user action

Bug

IDEA-155210 "Rename variables" dialog of refactoring doesn't show preview of the first variable

Usability

IDEA-156463 Surround With: use expression boundaries instead of the current line

Bug

IDEA-156403 JavaDoc inspection false positive for @see with external link

Bug

IDEA-155863 'Missing 'package-info.java' inspection doesn't provide proper quick fix actions and the
description

Language Injection

Bug

IDEA-119612 Settings / Language Injections: duplicate of bundled entry is bundled and not saved o

Packaging and
Installation

Feature

IDEA-155466 Make Default Configurations for GNU/Linux's First-Run Wizard Adjustable During Pack

Bug

IDEA-156078 "Open recent project" from Windows taskbar does nothing

Java. Code
Completion

Java.Inspections

Plugin Support. API

Performance IDEA-154453 Every PSI change causes full reparse of all other trees in the same multiple-tree view

Plugin Support.
DevKit

Feature

IDEA-156232 Show warning for explicit big build numbers in 'until-build' attribute in plugin.xml

RegExp

Bug

IDEA-123952 False positive inspection in the regexp for numeric character

Bug

IDEA-138863 Wrong inspection about "\\R" escape sequence

Run | Debug
configuration

Bug

IDEA-156114 Need to exclude invalid archives from classpath

Settings Repository

Feature

IDEA-144702 Unable to use Windows as a modifier key in keymap

Bug

IDEA-155715 Settings Repository responds with confusing message

Task Management

Feature

IDEA-156017 Open Task dialog allow checking out of existing branches

Terminal

Bug

IDEA-142555 Terminal in presentation mode

Usability

IDEA-156404 From Terminal to Editor

Unit Testing. JUnit

Usability

IDEA-155465 No assertions text in imported test results list

User Interface

Feature

IDEA-147774 Hide folder name on editor tab

Bug

IDEA-154915 "find in path" results' window strange behavior (disappears after consequent "find in p
actions 50% of times)

Bug

IDEA-155663 Left/right arrows doesn't work in Switcher

Bug

IDEA-156745 Control mouse wheel shortcut works together with scrolling

Bug

IDEA-156624 Unable to assign mouse wheel shortcut

Bug

IDEA-156523 Key press doubles in popups

Bug

IDEA-156246 About font on Windows is hardcoded to Tahoma, doesn't support some glyphs (Chines

Bug

IDEA-125027 File name displays with folder in the Editor tab for controller's views

Bug

IDEA-155811 Mouse buttons 4/5 next/previous tab not working

Bug

IDEA-137774 TreeTableTree doesn't support the case where the tree column isn't the first column

Bug

IDEA-156161 "Help - About - Copy to clipboard" sends click to editor

Usability

IDEA-155635 Select all when focus is switched into proxy port number field

Usability

IDEA-156077 Empty space instead of CLion app icon when minimize Welcome screen

Usability

IDEA-156388 inspections toolwindow: exclude doesn't restore selection

Cosmetics

IDEA-155958 Render bug in Find Usages after code updates

Cosmetics

IDEA-155738 Inspection Settings: Profile Group separator should be shown iff there are profiles in t

User
Bug
Interface.Accessibility
Version Control

IDEA-156235 apply changes from AndroidStudio (2)

Performance IDEA-155741 Move changes to another change list hangs
Performance IDEA-155748 Create patch shows endless progress

Version Control. Git

Bug

IDEA-156445 blank git log history caused by GIT_TRACE = 1 environment variable

Bug

IDEA-156244 A file created outside of IDE is displayed as not-modified

Bug

IDEA-156233 Backspace key not working in Git Rebase dialog

Bug

IDEA-153870 Git throws exception on commit if a submodule is not registered in the Settings (even
to commit a file from the main repository)

Bug

IDEA-94470

Case-renamed file disappears from the Changes view on Save

Bug

IDEA-53175

Git: attempt to commit file/folder rename with letter case change only fails

Performance IDEA-155116 OOME after requesting Git history for method
Usability

IDEA-138508 Editor for commit messages, that displayed during interactive rebase, doesn't support
action

Exception

IDEA-155679 Throwable at com.intellij.openapi.application.TransactionGuardImpl.submitTransaction

Version Control. Log

Bug

IDEA-155788 Colon in IDEA project name causes git log tab to hang

Version Control.
Perforce

Bug

IDEA-155493 IDEA hanged after "Perforce go Online" action was cancelled

No subsystem

Feature

WEB-15190

Ignore validity of library code

Bug

WEB-21743

Electron - console.log output isn't displayed within webstorm ( terminal / npm run scr

Bug

WEB-21028

Supplementary Unicode characters cause 'Unsupported characters for the charset 'UT
warning

Bug

WEB-20554

Autopop documentation will not turn off

Feature

WEB-21829

Allow using path variables in grunt-cli package value

Feature

WEB-14753

Should be able to use grunt and gulp tasks and npm scripts as before launch options
creating separate run configurations

Bug

WEB-21763

Gulp run task does not recognise folder named "gulpfile.js"

Bug

WEB-21523

Errors in mixed PHP+CSS

Bug

WEB-21567

Inline CSS: delete extra entered semicolon when completing property value

Bug

WEB-20734

PyCharm does not navigate to CoffeeScript classes

Bug

WEB-21854

Opening coffee file throws exception

Bug

WEB-14454

Breakpoints not hit when using inline sourcemaps produced by browserify

Bug

WEB-21447

Attached files (.css, .js) are not served by built-in webserver

Bug

WEB-21574

FireFox: some breakpoints are skipped

Bug

WEB-20618

JS debugger memory leak

Bug

WEB-21717

Debugging IntelliJ with NodeJS 6.2.0 shows many ReferenceError v8debug on start of

Bug

WEB-17949

.es6 Babel file watcher watches incorrect files by default

Usability

WEB-21433

File Watcher for "Unknown" file type behaviour

Build tools

CSS

CoffeeScript

Debugger

File Watchers

HTML

Feature

WEB-393

Add reference to the image (<img> tag with filled in 'src' attribute) after drag an ima
Editor

Feature

WEB-204

Dragging JS/CSS into HTML Document adds tag

Feature

WEB-20704

Emmet: allow to configure bem separators

Bug

WEB-21707

Don't create duplicating links

Jade

Task

WEB-21353

Rename Jade plugin to Pug and support Pug language

JavaScript

Feature

WEB-16444

ES6 inside inline scripts

Feature

WEB-20977

Flow: provide 'before type reference colon' and 'after type reference colon' options to
Style/Javascript/Spaces

Bug

WEB-21529

Annotations, inherited array properties code auto-complete doesn't work

Bug

WEB-21493

Autocompletes JavaScript function call incorrectly.

Bug

WEB-21833

"u" modifier in JavaScript regular expression

Bug

WEB-21839

knockout observable DefinitelyTyped signatures not being recognized properly

Bug

WEB-21665

Node exports not correctly detected

Bug

WEB-21786

WebStorm go to type declaration

Bug

WEB-21773

Inline type information in function parameters is not found when param. destructuring

Bug

WEB-20363

refactor move file & import from '../path/bla.jsx'

Bug

WEB-21530

JSDoc, inherited nested objects code auto-complete doesn't work for additional child p

JavaScript. Formatter

Bug

WEB-21149

IntelliJ adds linefeed before opening brace in `switch-case` statement

JavaScript.
Frameworks

Bug

WEB-21684

React: Missing required prop should not trigger warning when defined in getDefaultPr

Bug

WEB-21677

JSX Children PropTypes incorrectly parsed

Bug

WEB-21798

React: don't report 'Empty tag' violations for tags in JSX

Bug

WEB-21731

Invalid return and break statements

Bug

WEB-21602

v2016.1.2: "Possible iteration over unexpected members" mislead

Bug

WEB-21568

Excessive vertical space in JSCS config description

JavaScript.
Refactoring

Bug

WEB-19002

ES6: Refactor/Rename directory doesn't correctly update paths in import statements

LESS

Bug

WEB-21722

IDEA tries to parse @unknown rules in less file

Node.js

Bug

WEB-21685

.iml files contain ancient references

Bug

WEB-21725

node-globals-stub is wrong for process.hrtime

Bug

WEB-21673

Adding Electron inside a packaged app as a Node.js interpreter starts the app

Bug

WEB-21652

Different variable highlighting for Node.js core modules

SASS

Bug

WEB-21764

Incorrect "Generated source files should not be edited..." warning

TypeScript

Feature

WEB-21474

Issue with interface (TypeScript)

Bug

WEB-15045

Moving .ts files should leave updated relative references in require() begin with ./ or .

Bug

WEB-21612

Chrome not loading ts files after security update

Bug

WEB-21562

Wrong type checking for TypeScript subtypes after .find or. filter

Bug

WEB-21528

Good Code Red - angular-cli importing index.ts pattern

Bug

WEB-20073

Completion on React component name doesn't respect named import in TSX file

Bug

WEB-15017

Moving TypeScript .d.ts files breaks import statements in referencing files and vice ve

Usability

WEB-18968

Show red underline for file in Project view / editor tab if there are compiler errors

JavaScript.
Inspections

Unit Tests

Feature

WEB-21636

electron-mocha runner

Code Insight

Cosmetics

PY-9516

Wrong current parameter info popup position with caret on indented line

IDE

Bug

PY-17717

For subdirectory of a `Sources Root`, cannot `Mark Directory As > Sources` from rig
context menu

Bug

PY-13328

Create New Project: warning about installing template packages is not shown

Usability

PY-13562

New Project: there is no focus in project location

Bug

PY-19192

Remote debugging path mapping broken, C:/PathC:/Path=/path

Bug

PY-18520

Execution of run configuration fails when default synced folder "." redefined in Vagran

PHP Completion

Usability

WI-31370

Allow new autocomplete for function/method arguments comma "," to overwrite them

No subsystem

Bug

KT-11995

"Type checking has run into a recursive problem" in IJ project

Code: Formatting

Feature

CPP-6825

New set of formatting options for lambda capture list

Code: Refactorings

Feature

CPP-4963

Rename for user commands and macros in CMake

Project Model

Bug

CPP-3088

Kill CMake processes when exiting IDE

Running

Bug

CPP-6254

Output for CLion IDE sometimes cuts off when executing a program

Remote Interpreters

